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THE 



SUMMER SUN

The unmistakable scent of summer.

Whether it be the energising scent of summer fruits, the 

smell of freshly cut grass or the coastal and ozonic

fragrances of sea salt and woody notes, the scent of 

summer is undeniably appealing.

Summer scents present us with a sense of optimism and 

possibility, whilst also offering us the opportunity to feel 

rejuvenated, revived and restored.



ENERGISED

Fragrances directions for these summer-inspired 

products take their inspiration from tropical fruits, 

bold and vibrant flowers and the more sultry 

gourmand fragrances like coconut. 

These skin-protecting summer products are loaded 

with these tropical, energy-inspiring fragrances.



THE SUN-KISSED
COLLECTION

The Sun-Kissed Collection is a selection of six 

sun-soaked fruity and flirty fragrances suitable for 

personal care, skincare and sun protection products.

This Collection is suitable for:

- Personal Care

- Skincare

- Sun Creams
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SUNTAN

A bright yet reassuringly soothing scent 
with sunny summery facets.

Top: Green, Violet, Citrus, 
Eucalyptus 

Middle: Jasmine, Heliotrope, 
Hawthorn, Aquatic Notes

Base: Vanilla, Musk, Sandalwood

FN0016016



TROPICAL ISLAND

A vibrant and fruity cocktail with 
tropical touches of banana and 
coconut.

Top: Banana, Mixed Fruits, 
Pineapple

Middle: Coconut Milk, Peach 

Base: Vanilla

FN0012720



AFTERGLOW

A soothing and calming aroma with a 
sultry musky lasting scent.

Top: Almond, Saffron

Middle: Caramel, Vanilla

Base: Musk, Tonka, 
Sandalwood

FN0017976



COCONUT DREAMS

A sweet milky coconut fragrance lifted 
by white florals and hints of fruitiness.

Top: Coconut, Orange, 
Strawberry

Middle: Coconut, Jasmine, Rose 

Base: Vanilla, Musk, Tonka, 
Peach

FN0013325



GOLDEN SANDS

A rich and sweet caramel scent with a 
combination of salty and sweet notes

Top: Mandarin 

MN: Salted Caramel

BN: Vanilla, Sandalwood, 
Musk

FN0007704



PALM BEACH

A fresh and uplifting scent with sparkling 
and radiant summer fruits.

Top: Coconut, Peach, Citrus

Middle: Tiare, Magnolia, Monoi

Base: Musk, Sandalwood

FN0012238



THE 

For more information about our fragrances or to 
request samples of our latest creations, contact us

hello@carvansons.co.uk   |   www.carvansons.co.uk
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